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WMBER OF PAG~: 

SCOPE AND CONTENTS: This thesis comprises linear polarization measure

ments on gamma rays emitted from the previo.isly observed 1.984, 2.':!12, 

2.969 and 3.059 MeV levels of 22Na using a .Ge(Li) Compton polarimeter. 

Consistency .with previous measurements on parameters characterizing these 
. . 1T 

levels was first checked before assigning J = 2+ for the 11.984 MeV 

level and determining that both the 2.969 MeV and 3.059 MeV levels have 

positive parity. Investigation of the 2.572 MeV level produced in

consistency with some previcus work which had indicated a 2- assignment. 

However, except for sane pickup reaction work, the polarization measure

ment is consi~tent with all former measurements and indicates a 2+ · 

assignment. 
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CHAPTm I 

INrROWCTION 

The final objective in the study of a nucleus in experimental 

nuclear physics is to determine all possible parameters, which describe 

different states of the nucleus, by observation of emitted radiations or 

employing other techniques. With information about the nucleus - spins, 

lifetimes, transition rates, parities, etc. ~ different theories and 

nuclear models can be investigated to gain a better understanding about 

the structure of a particular nucleus, with the ultimate goal of a more 

canprehensive description of nuclear structure. In the low mass region 

(A<4o) both the collective and shell models have been success:fu.lly 

applied to the measured parameters of t..he low-lying energy levels. 

Measurement of nuclear properties involves the application 

of numerous experimental techniques. For example, angular ·correlation 

and angular distrib.ltion measurements of gama raa-s from excited states 

provide information about spins and mltipole mixing ratios of gamma 

rays, but do not give direct information abrut the parity of the nuclear 

levels. A widely used method to determine parities is observation of 

the angular distribution of emitted particles from stripping and pick

up reactions. These angular distrihltion patterns are char~eristic 

of transferred orbital angular momentum and can yield parities when 

compared to theoretical calculations. Another experimentai method is 

to observe the linear polarization of gamma radiation which contains 

similiar information to the angular distribution, but in certain 

1 
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circumstances indicates whether a parity change is involved in a tran

sition. In addition, linear polarization measurements can also yield 

information on gmmna ray multipole mixing ratios, or :f'1rther limit a 

spin choice where the parities of the involved energy levels are known. 

It is with such a goal in mind that linear polarization me~surements on 

gamma rays of 22Na have been ma.de and reported in this thesis. 

To discuss the principle of a linear polarization measure

ment it is convenient to use the density and efficiency matri.x formalism 

of Coester and Jauch (1953) and Devans and Golfarb (1957) respectively. 

This formalism describes the intensity of radiation as W == Tr {JJt) .••• 

(1). The density matrix, .P provides all information about the nucleus 

as it describes an ensemble of nuclei .in particular nuclear states while 

the efficiency matrLx, E contains all infonnation concerned with detection 

o:f the emitted radiation.. In the case of a nuclear reaction A(a, b)B 

(A and B initial and final nuclei and a and b incident and wtgoing 

particles respectively) where the cutgoing particle is not .observed, the 

·nuclear states of the final nucleus with sharp spin J will have axial 

symmetry about the axis of quantization, which is the direction of the 

incident beam. This reaction also populates unequally the magnetic 

substates, m of the nuclear state of spin J. Since the formed nuclear 

states have good parity, they will also have reflectional symmetry in 

the plane perpendicular to the quantization axis. Under these conditions 

the states are said to be aligned. In general the gamma radiation :from 

aligned states is linearly polarized., i.e. its electric vector has a 

preferred direction. Campton scattering of a gamma ray depends on its 
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linear polarization {Chapter 2.4) as the gamma ray is scattered pre

ferentially into a plane normal to the direction of its electric vector. 

Thus using a detection system { Canpton Polarimeter, Chapter 2. 4) sensitive 

to the Canpton scattering as a tUnction of azimuthal angle relative to 

the gamma ras- direction, a measurement of the linear polarization can be 

obtained. 

I 
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CHAPI'ER 2 

THEORY 

2.1 General 

In the radiative decay of excited nuclear state~ , the gamm.a 

rays are :r.epresonted quantum mechanically by a multipole expansion of' 

the electromagnetic :field, Blatt and Weisskopf (1952). Th~ ratio of the 

amplitudes of the higher order nultipole to lower order multipole is 

called the mixing ratio, 6 • This quantity has been defined several 

ways, differing primarily in the phase factor~ In this th~sis the 

convention of .Ferguson (1965) is used, which is opposite in sign to that . 

. ~f Mccallum ( 1961), for the case of F2./Ml radiation. 

If nuclear substates of spin J and projection Tr\. are denoted 

t J ,m > , then elements of t~e density matrix f' as defined in Ferguson 

(1965) can be written <Jm If/ J 
1 
m' >. The statistical tensor relat.ive 

to ·the beam axis, which has useful rotation properties, can be introduced 

using Clebsch-Gordan coeffic1.ents. 

Ferguson (1965) has the form 
1 

pkx' (JJ' ) =E.m:rn' <-l-m (tr,m,/ -m' /k X) (.,rml f /J 1 
m 1>·... (2) 

For a reaction A( a,b )B·><- lead:Lng to a state of gpod parity and 

in which the outgoing particles are undetected, the .density matrix des

cribing the levels B* relative to the beam axis is diagonal (expressing 

a.. (expressing gpod parity),"'{ial symmetry) a.nd rei'lectionally invarient 


. I
t nua m =m • Consideration of nTi isolated level involves only t erms 

I / I 
f.ance )\ :::. m-m in ·~he Clcbseh-Gorda.n co-efficient, }\ = O 
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and the statistical tensor becomes 

It. is convenient to denote the probability of populating a magnetic sub-

s·t;ate m of the nuclear state of spin J as P(m). These po:pUla.tion para

meters, P(m) a.re the diagonal elements of' the density n1atrfx. S:ince 

P{m) = P(-m) and due to triangle properties of" the Clebsch-Gorda..11 co

efficients, ? kO = 0 unless k is even. Physically this r~Sttlts :rrom 

good parity. 

2.2 Anzyla.r Distributions for Mixed M.iltipoles 

i~1en a nuclear state of spin J is de-excited. to a state of 

spin I, the angular distribution intensity of the emitted gamma rays of 

mixed rnultipola.rity (L,L 
I 

) and mixing ratio 6 can be expressed (Ferguson 

(1965)) 

(' - I 

oC Z1 (_I.JL Jik) Pk. ( coj Q,) 

pk (cos Q) [ z, (LJLJik) 

b- ( I ) 6 0 - I 1 - 2 Z, IJ.L Jik + ,_ Z, (I.JI.ATik) ( ~ ) 

where the Z, co-ef:ficia11ts, (Ferguson (1965)) satisfy 

I L-r:I f. k t fL+L'J and 0 ~ k ~ 2J. 11he Legendre polynominats express the 

rotation of' the co-ordinate system such that the z-axis lir along the 

axis of the emitted radiation. It is convenient to write this as 
I 

W(Q) = A0P0 (cos ~) +A~: P2 (cos Q) +Ai+ Pi~ (cos 9) + 0 

(5) 
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!'I ~ I\_ 'IJI..J p [i7 (,..TT TTQ).t"'-O -•• I oo ..._,, J.Jl.I -·-•-' .1

l 
- ( ?J + 1)2 (1 + S 2) foo 

since Z, (IJI.JIO) = {-)I~ (2J + 1 )l S1- / 
. .J,)...J 

•
• • 

I 

.1 

. r- ' c0-,' ]- 2 o Z, (I.JL t.TI2) + a•- Z, (L JL JI2) 


1
[ ( 2J + l)~ ( l + &~?) J - • • • • (6) 

and AiJAo= (-)I...J ({of?co [z, (LJLJI4) 

- 2 b 7, I (IJLJI~·) + b 2 z, (LlIJI4 )] 

1 
+ 1)2 • • • • (7) 

2.3 Linear Polarization for 1'4ixed Mlltipole~ 
. I 

For a gamma ray of multipolarity (L,L ) fran a r tate of spin 

.J to a state of spin I, the linear polaX.ization may be desf ribed as a 

function of the angle Q between the beaI:l direction and the emitted gamma 

ray, and the azimuthal angle fl aboot the gamma ray directibn. However to 

simplify the analysis of experimental results, the linear polarization of 
. . . I 

n gamma rey is expressed as the ratio of intensities of g8.lllJlla reys whose 
0 

electric vectors are perpendicular (¢ = 90 ) to the reaction plane to 

those whose electric vectors lie in the reaction plane (¢ = o0 
) (see 
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F:lgure 1). Since a. gamma ray Ccmpton sct1tters preferetltially into a 

pla.ne nonnal to its electric vector, n polarimeter based on this effect 

(see 2.l+) may be used to determine the linear polarization of gamma rays. 

Jt"erguson (1965) e:h.'"Presses the linear polarization as 

P(Q) = [ £t (-)r~ ft.0 .Z, (Lri m) ~r 

(P1, (cos 9) + (-rKk (d) Pk2 
(cos 9))] 

[ 2._ (-)I...J 
kLI~ ~o z, (IJIJilt) 

_, 
(Pk (cos Q) - <->°" Xk(LL >)) •••• (D ) 

. I 

Note that the intensity in either plane dH'f'ers f'rom the angular dist;:r.i

bution expression by the 
. 

second tenn in the bracket, 
. 

which is included 

because the ·linear polarization of the gamma ra:y is observed. The teriu 
,

Xk(L,L } contains jnformation aboot the mu.ltipolarity of the gamma rtJ¥ 

.while Pk~?. {cos Q) expresses the angulru.· .dependence of the· polarization 

due ·co the rotation of the co-ordinate system such that the z-axis lies 
7f . 

along the direction of radiation. The factor ( - ) distinguishes betwt.:?en 

electric .ai1d magnet1.c radiation, if 1T is even the radiation in electric 
0 . 

and odd if it is magnetic. When Q = 90 for an E2/1-0.. transition, the 

linear polarization can be expressed (Perguson (1965)) 

I 
P(90 (2J + l)! + ~c/~00 [z, (1JLJI2) 

I 

- ~? 6 Z, (1J2JI2) + 6 ? z, '( :.~.J2tTI2 ) ] + ftc/ f°oo · 
l 

c-2 - ( J )] [ !,_ ... )I"'T (
0 z. 2J2JI +, L- ... l + (2J + 1 )2 
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... 2 f?_o/ foo [ z , ( LT1.JI2) + ~ :'.? z. (~~,r2..TI2 U 
1 2 P. - ~ -1 

- 4 ~ t ~-d Foo z, (2J2.JI4)j 

and for M3/F2. ra.dia,t,j.on it is (Appeni:liY I) 

!. 
(2S + 1) 2 

- ~· Sz, (2J}Tr2) - 3/2 s2 z, {3J31r2>] 

+ /4c/ioo [ Z, (2J2JI11) - ~ h Z, (2J3Jil;) 

C...CJ .1.+ 23/8 b 2 i, (],.T3JI4m { (-l""T (1 + Ei 2) ( "T + ., )~ 

- ~ 6
2 z, (}J}JI2)] "" /(of;°00 [k Z, (2J8Jih) 

+ b Z, (2J3JI4) + 17/8 b2 Z, (3J3Jr4LJJ -
1 

Tt in useful to note that the eA-pression for lineax polarization 

as defined, is such that the expression for Hr~ /Er.., :i.s the lieciprocnl fo1· 

that of E'L'/M.L. 

2.1~ Ge(Li) Comp-r~oD. Polarimeter 

The Compton effect is one of many possible interactions of a 
I 

garruna. ray with mattf\..r,, As the Compton scattering process scatters the 

gamma ra~t p:refe:r.entially into a plane normal to itn ..~lecti~ic vector(Fa£m 

and Hanna (1959))the resultinc; azimuthal asymmetry distribution relative 

to the gamma ra~,r direction may be measured u sing a rectangu.lar Ge(Li) 

http:ra.dia,t,j.on
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crystal shown in J?igt.tre 1. This Ge{Li) crystaJ. is able to detect this 

distribution since gamma rays Can.pton scattered into the p+ane of the 

Ge(Iji) crystal will 1Je detected with a rm.ich higher probability than 

those scattered · out of the detector plane and hence rut of the crystal. 

Mensure?'.ment of the total absorption peak ·as a function of the azimuthal 

angle a'bo.it the grunma ray direction will contain the 1;elative az:inxuthal 

asynmetry distribu.tion due the gamma. ray's linear polarization. It is 

convenient to define an asymmetry ratio, N as the intensity of totally 

absorbed radiation detected. by the Ge(Li) crystal in the reaction plane 

(¢ = 0° ) to that 1.n the .corresponding perpenclieular plane ~¢ = 90°). For 

a gannna rey compl~tely polarized in the reaction plane, the asymmetry 

ratio is called the sensitivity and denoted R • Then the linear polari

zation defined in Section III can be expressed as (FergusoJ (1965)) 

P ::: (1-NR)/(N-H) (11) 


or N = (l+PR)/(P-R) •••• {12) 


Thus by measuring the asymmetry ratio N where tqe sensitivity 

R is known, the linear polarization o.f :t;he gamrna ray may· be dete1'lllined. 

2.5 Physical Considerations 

Observation of the linear polariza.tion of' .a gartln1a ray from n. 

nuclear state -may cletermine whether or not a parity change has occurred. 

It may also entablish the value of the multipole mixing ratio, 6 ., From 

this information and the value of &;;/Ao from the angular distribution data, 

calculation o.f the statistical tensor J° J f'oo .f'rorn equation (6) is
2

possible. One must check) if this i·esult is cor.1sister1t w:i.th the physical 
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situation, expressoo in eq.iation (3) is the dependence of the statistical 

tensor on the population parameters. Within the allowed values of P(m), 

a range of values can be placed on f°2off'00, outside this range reqµires 

P(m) <o. Using the symmetry relation 

2 .(- J-m 
()n - J(J + 1)) 

1 ~ 
(2J + 1)2 (J(J + 1) (2J + 1) (2J + 3) )2 

equation (3) 1°>(.•comes, 

f 2d (100 = 5t { . P(m) (3m2 - J(J + 1) 
. l. 

{J(J + 1) (2J + 1) (2J + 3) ) 2 

which puts limits on !°2of f>oo and the corresponding value caleulated 

from the ex'"Per.imental data may be compared and checked for consistency. 

A similar cbel.!k can be .mn.cle with the population parameters using equation 

{3) to ge·c· limits on l°i+r:/ l°oo• ·However the calculated values o:f {J4rJ !°00 

use the experimental value of AiJAo which in general is difficult to 

determine accura;tely) ·while ~c:J fbo is a function of A2/ Ao. which is 

generally easy to determine with the rcqt.tired accuracy. Hence the cal

culated veJ.ue or 1°20 is a far more reliable indication of the
?'06 I 

validity of the expe:d..mental remllts. 
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CHAPl'ER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL MErIIOD AND RIDJCTION OF DATA 

3.1 Exper:iraental. Method 

·Low-]¥ing excited states of .22Na were investigated usi~g the 

1~( oC., n)22Na reaction. The helium ion beam was obtained fran the 

McMaster University 7.5 Mega-Volt F.N. Tandem Accelerator and collimated 

to about a three millimeter spot on target using tantalum 1apertures. 

The target . - PbF2 evaporated on a tantalum backing - was held 

in a water-cooled target chamber (see Figure 2) and .aligned optically 

in the center of the Lotus Goniometer)~ array of cou.nter holders capable 

of accurately positioning detectors with respect to the target and beam 

a.xi~ An insulated circular aperture wa s placed. in the chfnber in front 

of the target to aid in the ~ocussing of a circular beam spot centered 

on the target. The target was electrically insulated along with the 

chamber. By maximizing the target current and simultanerusly minimizing 

the aperture current, the beam was positioned on the target. For 

typical beam energies of 6.13 and 7.00 MeV, ta.rget ·currents .fran 200 to 

550 nA were obtained. It was fcund necessary to bias the electron 

suppressor tube by -300 volts to suppress secondary electrons emitted 

fran the target. 

Angular distributions of the observed. gamma rays were 

measured using a 40 cc co-axial Ge(Li) detector, abrut 9 ems from the 

target. The detector pulses were sent through a conventional pre



. ,·· . 
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&."nplifier* - amplifier** - baseline restorer*** assembly to an ana.log

to-digita.l converter (A.n.c.). This configuration obtain~ an overall 


22
resolution of 4.2 KeV (F.W.H.M.) for the 1.275 MeV gamma ray in Ne. 

Spectra at o, 30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees were recorded in the 3300 

NJ.clear Data .Analyzer and stored on magnetic tape. 

The Ge(Li) polarimeter - on loan fran G. T. Ewan of the 

Chalk River !bclear Laboratories - was positioned 11.5 ems fran the 

target at 90 degrees to the beam direction. Two spectra vere recorded 

with the polarimeter (see Figure 1) in each of two positions: 

horizontal (¢ = o"' ) and vertical (f6 ='JO
0 
). This Was achleved fur 6,13 

I 

MeV beam energy on two independent runs (identified (a) & (b)) months 

apart, while all data for 7.oo MeV were collected during · one day. The 

electronic set-up for the polarimeter ·was similar to that of the 4o cc 

detector except a Simtec pre-amplif'ier and a Tennelec TC 203 amplifier 

were used. Ail overo.l.l reaolution of 6~8 KeV .{F. W.H.M.) at 1.275 MeV was 

·obtained. The spectrum t'rom ea.ch detector was put into an A.D.C. of the 
. I . 

3300 Analyzer which was operated in its digiplex mode. ~is mode enables 

the A•D.C.'s to share the analyzer memory with about a 40 micro-sec. dead 

tirne for memory storage. This reaction however, had a 1011 
I 

counting rate 

permitting almost every detected event to be analyzed. . .. 

* Ortec Model cl415 

~- Canberra Industries Spectroscopy 

Amplifier Model 1417 

*** Tennelec TC 203 
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The sensitivity of a Ge(Li) polarimeter (using a single planer 

crystal) to the linear polarization of a gamma ray is an drder of maooni

tude smaller than for a NaI polarimeter (consisting of a NaI scattering 

crystal and a Na.I crystal to detect the scattered gamma ray). This 

i.mples that the asymmetry ratio N (Chapter 2.4) to be observed will be 

smaller in its difference fran unity for a Ge(Li) polarimeter than a Na! 

polarimeter. However, the resolution of a Ge(Li) crystal is vastly 

superior to the resolution of a NaI crystal and because of this, a Ge(Li) 

polarimeter was used to investigate the canplex level structure of 22Na. 

From eqµation (12) taken in the limit as P......,. ob' N = R while for P = o, 

N = 1/R. Co"._lsidering a 1.0 MeV gamma Tfr/ where R = o.81 (see Figure 8), 

the value of N may vary from o. 81 to 1. 24. Thus for a 1.q MeV gamma ray 

the maximum observable asymmetry will be about 20'{o. FUrthJermore since 

the value of R increases towards unity with increasing gamma ray energy 

(see Figure 8) the size of the observable asymmetry decreases, stressing 

that the linear polarization becanes increasingly more difficult to 

observe as the gamna ray's energy increases. 

3.2 Reduction of Data 

The Compton edge associated with the detection of ·a gamma ray 

using a Ge(Li) crystal adds non-linearity to the observed backgrc.nnd. 

This creates a problem in backgrcund evaluation. Here also poor 

statistics can be a factor. The intensities of weak gamma ra:ys that are 

not mch stronger than the background must be determined c,onsistently if 

· . meaningful comparisons to other intensity measurements are to be obtained. 

With this motivation a third, fcnrth and fifth order polynaninal 

expansion was used to obtain a least-sqµares fit to the observed back

groond a.boot the peak. By choosing a region of between :r~fteen and 
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fifty channels on either side of the peak, statistical fluctuations in 

the observed background can be averaged rut, enabling a high degree of 

consistency to be_obtained among dif.ferent spectra for the intensity of 

a given peak. Both the observed gmrna ray peak and the calculated back

grcund were simultaneously plotted using a program written for the 

McMaster University C.D.C. 6400 computer {see Figure 3). This facilitates 

cauparison of the background fit of a given gamma ray for different 

spectra. By consistently choosing in each spectrum similar amounts of: 

backgroo.nd, the intensity of the peak and an estimate of' t.he error in

volved can be obtained. In addition to the statistical error in the 

number of events of a particular gmmna peak, the variation in the 

relative amount of the peak lying rutside the chosen peak limits for each 

spectrum was inspected. This was necessary due to both th~ Dopplar shift 

and bros.ding which affected sane gamma rS¥s. Additional error was added 

to include this variation. Next the quality of the calculated background 

f'it was estimated.. On this basis an error was assigned by inspecting for 

consistency all the fits made to the background under a particular gamma 

ray peak. A gamma ray emitted from the target must pass through the 

targets tantalum backing and the target chamberls water jacket. Due to · 

the geanetry of the target chamber and the Ge(Li) 40 cc defector, gamma 

ray absorption will vary with the angle of ·detection. The angular dis

tribution measurements were corrected for this absorption effect and an 

additional error was included to take into accrunt the unc~ainty in 

this process • -1 

.A particularly trooblesane case was the following. The Compton 

http:backgroo.nd


Fcurth Order Polynominal Expansion to the Backgrcnnd 
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edge of the 1.235 MeV grurma ray arising from the lo345 MeV to 0.110 MeV 

transition in 19F was f 01md to be directly beneath the 1.017 MeV full 

absorption peak .fran the 2.969 MeV to 1.952 MeV transition in 22Na. It 

'Wa.S necessary to obtain the detailed line-shape of this Canpton edge if 

an accurate determination of the intensity of the 1.017 MeV gamma rey was 

to be made. As the position and shape of the Compton edge corresponding 

to the 1.275 MeV transition fran the 1.275 MeV to the ground state in 

22Ne was known, tbe position and shape for the Compton edgp of' the 1.235 

MeV gan11n.a ray could a1so be determined by assuming a similar structure. 

Thus the Compton edge under the 1.017 MeV peak was constructed (see 

Figure l+), representing the background in each spectrulll. An estimate of 

the error, similar to the calculated background fits, was made also in 

this case• 

One or· the problems freqµently enccuntered in gamma ray in

tensity measurements is the necessity of normalizing in or~er to compare 

two or more measurements. Factors leading to uncertainties in the absolute 

intensities include target deterioration, movement of the beam on the 

target, inaccurate current-integration, etc. In this reac~ion however, 

22the decay of the i'irst excited state of Na has a lifetime, ~ = 351 

n-sec. (Sunyar et al (1966)) which is sufficiently long to cause the 

state to lose all its alignment before emission of the gamma ray. Thus 

the emitted gamma ray has no polarization and an isotropic ~gu.lar dis

tribltion. Each spectrum. was thereby normalized using this internal 

monitor which compensates· for all the previCllsly mentioned problems 

associated with normalization. 
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'l'he Mt:.rular distribution measured using the 40 cc Ge(Li) co

axial detector was f'itted to a Legendre polynan.inal expans~on(equation 

{5))using a standard least scpares technique (Ferguson (1965)) on the 

CDC 6400 computer. From this, values of ~/Ao and Al/Ao with their 

corresponding, correlated errors were calculated.. · These values were then 

· corrected !'"or solid angle effects, as calculated in Appendix II. 
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CHAPTffi 4 

4.1 Introdllctj.on 

Low-lying energy levels of 22Na ha.ve been in general carefully 

studied. The :Y..nown par&1eters characterizing these levels, before the 

linear polarization measurements in this thesis were carried rut, were 

for the most part measured by a Brookhav~n Group {Warburton et al (1967), 

Poletti et al (1967, a), Poletti et al (1967, b),Warburton et al (1968), 

and Paul et al (1968)). 'l'heir assigmnents are illustrated in Figure 5. 

As 22r-ra. lies in the s-d shell and the rotational model has had consider

able success in this region, it is ·expected that same aspects of the level 

~rtructure can be explained by a number of rotational bands. Two such 

'bands a.re e.vident fran Figure 5: firstly the K = 3, T = 0 ·ground state 

band has its first three members at 0 MeV ( 3+), 0.891 MeV ( !~+), 1. 528 MeV 

(5+); and secondly the ·first two members of the K=O, T = 1 band: o+, 

0.657 MeV and 2+, 1.952 MeV levels. Fran the angular correlation measure

ments of Warb.lrton et al (1968) the spins of the 2.969 MeV and 3.059 MeV 

levels have been assigned 3 and 2 respectively. 1'\trthennpre, both were 

proposed to have positive parity on the basis of their possible menbership 

in rotational bands. This of course is highly speculativ1e since their 

parities have not in fact been experimentally determined. With the idea 

of expanding the amcunt of existing information1linear polarization 

measurements were made. 

Preliminary inventigation showed that most low-lying levels 

http:Introdllctj.on
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were strongly populated with a 6.13 MeV bombarding energy in the reaction 

19pt(d...,n)22Na. A complete spectrum recorded by the 40 cc co-axial de

tector at O
q 

is shown in Figures 6 and 7. A linear polarization measure

ment was made at this energy and denoted in the resUlts as Eo(. = 6.13 MeV 

(a). A month later the apparatus was again set up and the measurement 

repeated. This independent measurement is identified by E~ = 6.13 MeV 

(b). Each of the polarization measurements were made with the Ge(Li) 

polarimeter crystal first in a vertical position, then in a horizontal 

position. For a 6.13 MeV bombarding energy the 2.969 and 3.059 MeV 

levels were weakly populated. However, tor a 7. 00 MeV beam energy they 

.were strong enoo.gh to permit a polarization measurement ·to be made. For 

this incident beam energy, their full absorption gamma peaks were obs.erved 

during runs with the Ge(Li) polarimeter crystal vertical, then horizontal, 

repeating the horizontal run and finally in the vertical position. 

l~. 2 Method of Ana1ysis 

(i) Ge(Li) Polarimeter Calibration 

Calculation of a gamma-ray's linear polarization utilizing the 

polarimeter req.iires knowledge of the polarimeter's polari~ation sensitivity 

at that particular gamma energy. Measurement and substitution of the asym

metry ratio N in equation (11) will only relate the sensitivity to the linear 

polarization for the observed gamna ray. If however the ahgular distril:ntion 

co--efficients of a gamma ray, whose mixing ratio is know, 1 are measured, 

the linear polarization can be independently determined from eQ!.lation 

(9). PUre E2 gamma ra¥s are particularly useful for calibration pirposes 
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as both equations (9) aud (10) reduce to 

p = 	l 

l 


The sensitivity in e~ation (11) is not only dependent on the gramma-ray 

energy bit also on the gamma-ray's angular distribltion and the different 

angles subtend.eel with respect to the target by the polarimeter in its 

horizontal a...~d vertical positions. Theoretical calculations of the sensi

tivity (dotted line in Figure 8) for the polarimeter were done on the 

CDC 6400 canputer, using a program provided by T. Lam, University of 

Toronto. This prograrn also calculated the effect of the gamna-ray's 

angular distribltion on the sensitivity. Using the l.235 MeV gamma ray 

(19F·: 1.345 MeV~O~llO MeV) whose lifetime, "f =8 p-sec. ~Warburton et 

al (1967)) req.iires & t(M3/E2)/ ~ io-3; the l.275 MeV gaDIJla [rq (22Ne: 

1.275 MeV ( 2+)_.. o MeV ( o+)) which is pure ~ and the 2. 082 MeV ganma ray 

( 22Ne: 3.359 MeV ~l.275 MeV) whose lifetime -C = o.40 ,! 0.11 p-sec. 

(Warburton et al (1967)) requires 5 /(M.3/:F.2)/ k io-4. The radiation 

characterizing each gamna ray was considered pire E2 ·and the polarization 

was calculated f'ran equation (14). The above restrictions ion &J(M3/E2)/ 

were imposed assuming an M3 transition strength of 1 W.u. and using the 

single particle estimate tabulated. in Skorka et al (1966), whic~ assumes 

the nuclear radius parameter to ·be ·r 0 = 1.2 x 10-13 ems. Using equation 

(11) the· sensitivity was then calculated and corrected to exclude angular 

distribltion effects (see Table I). These values were plotted as a band 

of possible values to reflect the experimental error in the· measured 

parameters (see Figure 8). With the calibration established, it is then 

possible to detennine :fran the graph the sensitivity for a particular 



Sensitivity Calibration Plot of the Polarimeter 
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I 1.275 Mev \ 6.1 Mev(a) 0.209!.008 1-0.086i.007 1 1.861'.06 i. 0.951.:t.013 !0.833!.039 

I I I I II 6.1 Mev(b) 0.203:!:.009 . -0.093±,009 Ii.80±.07 

1 

! 0.958±.015 I0.848:!:.048 

7.0 Mev 0.240!.015 I -0.172!:.016 I 1.89"!:.13 I0.955:t.014 i 0.841!.043 

2.085 Mev I 6.1 Mev(a) I 0.422:t.034 I -0.135:!:.036 I 6.8 t 2. 7 I 0 . 885!.016 I 0.823i.026 

6.1 Mev(b) I 0.400:t.049 I -0.144±.055 I 5.3t 2.5 I 0.866:!:.022 I 0. 786-t.044

L I 7 .o Mev \ 0.393t.034 [ -0.167±.011 j 4.8 ± 1. 5 to. 968 ±.016 I0.922! . 026 

TABLE I Calibration Of Polarimeter Sensitivity 


R ~ Sensitivity Excluding Angular Distribution Effects 

c 

f\.) 

OJ 
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ganma ras-. After adjusting the value of the sensitivity to include 

angular distribltion effects due to this gamma. ray the value can be used 

to calculate the linear polarization of the ganma ray expressed in 

ecpation (11) upon determination of the a.symmetry ratio N using the 

polar:bneter. 

(ii) EvaJ4uation of Polarimeter Measuranents 

For a.n observed gamma rB:¥, the linear polarization was 

measured using the polariineter. At the same time the independently 

obtained angular distribution co-efficients enable calculation of the 

polarization as a function of S for either r12./n or E2/Ml multipole mix

ing. Plotting the experimental values of polarization as a crosshatched 

area on the same graph as a plot of polarization against arctan S 

(shown in Figure 10) results in overlaping areas which restrict the 

ranges of S (M2/El) or 6 (E2/Ml) for the transition. Other experimental 

work Jn8¥ have also set restrictions on the mixing ratio, or a lifetime 

measurement mey eliminate values of mixing ratio where they imply highly 

improbable transition strengths. The angular distribution co-efficients 

and linear polarization measurements experimentally obtained a.re swmnarized 

in Table II. 

4.3 Analysis 

(i) 2.969 Mev Le11el 

The 2.969 Mev level, ·whose lifet~ime is 0.06 _:. 0.013 p-sec. 

(Paul et al (1968)), c.1.cceys 100% to the 1.952 Mev level. While the parity 

of the 2.969 .Mev level :is unknown its spin has been experimentally de
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termin~ to be 3 and the mixing ratio restricted to - 0.017 ~ E~0.051 

(Warburton et al (1968) ). Since the spin and parity of th~ 1.952 level 

are known to be 2+, the gamma radiation will be a .cpadrupo;J..e/dipole mix

ture. Because the lower level bas positive parity, the radiation will be 

M2./El if the upper level has negative parity or E2/m if it has positive 

parity. Polarimeter measurements determined the polarization (Table II) 

to be o. 8o ,: 0.15. This value and values of polarization for - oa ~ ~ ~ oc 

using the angular distribution data (Table II) are plotted together for 

both the 5 (E2/Ml) and S(M2./El) cases (see Figure 9). Intersection of' 

the experimental value - cross hatched area - with ·the calculated band of 

values is shaded. This shaded area leads to limitations on the mixing 

ratios for each case. If the radiation is an M2./El mixture then the mix

ing ratio wruld be limited to the ranges - 2.9 ~ 6 ~ - o.6 and 1.0 ~ ~f 4.7 

while for E2./Ml radiation it would be - 14.5 6:&~- 3.3 and 0.114~~0.75. 
1 

No M2 strength greater than 1 W.u. bas yet been observed. in s-d shell 

nuclei (Skorka et al (1966)). Assuming that the M2 strength in this case 

does not exceed 10 w.u. the measured lifetime implies that J S(M2/El)/ .{ 0.01. 

Applying this restriction to the results of this work leads to the con

clusion that the radiation is not 'M2./El. Thus the .2.969 MeV level has 

positive parity and the decay to the 1.952 MeV level is E2/Ml. Canparing . 

the values of S {E2/Ml) obtained in this work with those of' Warb.lrton et al 

(1968) indicates that only the range .0.11£b6 o.75 is applicable and the 

corresponding minimum E2 strength is 41 W.u. While agreement of the 

range of values. for mixing ratio with the previaisly mentioned. work of 

Warburton et al (1968} is poor, consistency can be attainep. if the 

errors used are extended to two standard deviations. I:f 6 = 0.05 the 

http:0.114~~0.75
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Polarization Plots of the 1.017 MeV 

and the 1.107 MeV Gamma Rays 
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strength would still be quite large at 9 W.u. From eqiation (13) the 

physical limits placed on the statistical tensor, J2c:/ J 00 by requiring 

positive population parameters for the 2.969 MeV level are 4.o~J2of :?oo 

1. "7. To check if the mi~ing ratio for E2/Ml radiation ~atisfies 

this condition, equation (6) is used. For the eA-perimenta[ly determined 

range of S (E2/Ml), it was foond that 0.22' ]>20/ ?oo~o.48. Although 

the value of i 6 (E2/Ml) J implies a rather large E2 strength for a /1 T a: l 

tra..~sition,the results nevertheless i~dicate that the assignment of 

positive parity to the 2.969 MeV level is definite. 

(ii) 3.059 MeV Level 

The state at 3.059 MeV de-excites <Jl'/o to the st~te at 1.952 

MeV and the remainder goes to the first excited state. Wbiile the parity 

of' the level i.s unknown, · the lifetime, --C = 0.04 .:!: 0.01 p-sec. (Paul et 

al (1968)) and the spin J = 2 from angular correlation measurements 

(Warburton et al (1968)) have 'been measured. The angular correlation 

measurements, which determined the spin, also limited the mixing ratio 

to - 0.20 ~6~+ 0.10 for the transition to the 1. 952 MeV level. Since spin 

and lifetime of the upper level and spin and .parity of the lower level for 

the <J'l"P branch are unknown, the choice of radiation is limited to a qµad

ru.pole/dipole mixture_ If the multipole mixing is (M2/El), for a transi_tion 

strength of £ 10 W.u., ~he lifetime measurement would allow } CO {M2/El)/ ..{ O. 01 

while an E2 strength ~ 10 W.u. for a E2/Kl mixture restridts ) S(E2/Ml) / ~ 

O.o6. Comparison of the measured polarization P = 3.8 =~?i (Table 

II) to the band of calculated polarization values, using e~ation 

(9), restricts the range of the mixing ratio in the case of b (M2/El) 
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to - 5.2 ~ 6~- 1.9 a.nu 0.62 ~ &~1.06 and for E2/Ml ratio to £ <-30, 

- o. 30 ~ ~ ~0.10 and ~ >11. To be consistent with the lifetime measure-
ment the only possible value is - 0.30~ ~~0.10 (Skorka et al (1966)). 

To satisfy the physical conditions implied in equation (13), the statisti

cal tensor is lir:iited to the range - 1.2 <AcJfbo ~1.2. If the deter

mined value of f, (:F2/Ml) is to be physically allowed, calculation of 

R_0/{g0 in equation (G) shoo.ld fall within this limito From equation 

(6) .for the above va.lues of' 6 (E2/Ml), 0.62 ~ ~o/Poo/J.•10 which ls wi.thin 

the allowed range and agrees with the ·a~gu.lar correlation work o.f War

'burton et al (1968). Since the radiation is F2/Ml the parity of the 

2.9G9 HeV level is positive. 

(c) l.98i~ MeV J,evel 

The 1.984 Me'V level d ecay s l. Oo~:i ·i;o the o. 583 M~V firs t excited 

state. Angular corr elation measurements on the l.ll-Ol MeV gamma ray have 

shown the level to be either 2+ or 3+ (Warburton et al (1967)). The 

parity ar.signment was based on a lifetime measurement of' L.71~ .:!:. o. 34 p

sec. and a l i mitation of t he mi..xing ratio to 6..(- 0.2 or ~ >5 for the 2+ 

case. 

If (J 7t = 3+, the radiation will be essentially pure E2, en

abling calculation of the polarization directly from the angular distri

bution co-efficients in equation (14). This value can then be compared 

with the polarimet~er measur ement and they are both tabulated for three 

independent measu.reraent.s i n Flgures 10 and 11. Since for the two runs 

at 6.13 MeV observed and calculated values of polarization do not agree 



Polarization Plot o~ the 1.401 MeV Gamma Ray 
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Summary of Data on 1.401 MeV Gamma Ray 
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7T'
:i.t is concluded the leYel does not have c.T = 3+. 

For the other possible choice, J ~ -· 2+ the emitted radiation 

1rcm. the 1.984 HeV level would be E2/m.. . Comparison of' the measu.red. 

1)olarization to the polarization calculated from the angular distribution 

co-efficient ~> as a function of mixing rat:io (see Figure 10) restricts the 

range of 6 for each of the three measurements. Comparison with the 

previa.tsly measu.red values of mixing ratio (Warburton et al (1967)), 

f\l.rther restricts the value iri each case and the assigned values are 

tabulated in Figure 11. Again the statistical tensor "f'2o/f'oo is restrl.ct

·ed to the range - 1.2 ~ ('2off'o0(.1.2 ( e'J.lation (13)) and. this is satisfied 

for the ranges of 6 obtained in each measurement. However it should he 

noted that the range of S obtained at 7. O MeV o( energy does not agree 

with those obtained at 6.13 MeV and it is necessary to extend the en~or 

in the measureraent ·ol? polarization -to two standard deviations to obtai.."1 

overlap. The weighted mean value of the mixing ratio is - (4.o:i:~), 

which corresponds to an E2 transition strength of 22 w.u.. While this · is 

a large strength, it i.s however not unacceptable• . It is concluded that 

the 1. 98l~ Me\t le\rel has J 7r = 2+. 

f ••• )
\ l.l.l. 2. ~>7~~· Mev Level 

P..:ngular correlation measurements of Poletti e·c al (1967, a) 

on the 2.572 MeV level using the 20Ne{3He,p)22Na reaction has narrowed 

t~he choke of spine to J = l or 2 while at the same ti.'11e restricting the 

values o.f 6 to those tabulated below. Paul et al (1968) measured the 

life time as --C = 5. 7 .:.:_ o. 9 p-sec. 
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~nitial 
I.evel 
(MeV) 

Final 
Level 
(MeV) Ji J f.' Restrictions on s 

~. 572 0 2 3+ 0.13 ,:!: 0.10 OR 3.5 ,:!: 1.0 

0.583 2 - -1+ 0.03 ,:!: 0.15 OR 2.8 .!: 0.7 

0 l 3+ No restriction 

0.583 1 1+ l~ OR 0.14 + 0.11 

The state decays 81 .:!:. 3% to the grrund state and 19% to the first exeited 

s-t~t~e. In their work it was decided the state was not i - as this would 

req.lii"e a large M2 strength (? .1 ,::. 1.1 W."1.) for the ground state transition, 

which is e:h.i)ectea t o be reduced by the isosp in selection rule (1--"'reston 

2,.., 2° 0')3 22 .(1965) ). The pickup r eactions ~ua(P,d) -'- !lfa ai~d c:. Na(d, t) .. -Na forming 

thi~ level {Wei et al (1968) and Haight (1969 )) determined the level ·t~o 

ha.ve negative parity, since n.w.n"A. o.nalysis indicates transfer of o. p

wa...,e nu cleon in populating this le7el. This result c:l:iminates all choi ces 

_othex· thn.n ,-; "" ~ 2-, i'or which arl{§l.lar ·distri1m.tion mea.su.rem.ents establish 

the oul~r por;r. .ible values of the mi x:Lr1g ratio :for the two decays t o be 

the small er value s i n t he above table. 

I f one u ses these values of b and looks at the polarization 

plot for ~ (M2/El) (:F'lgure 12 ), there i s not agreement between the polar

ization calculated fl'Oln the angular distribution data and the measured 

polarizntion . It wou l d appeal" that perhaps the parity of the 2. 572 M.eV 

level is n<>t negati.vc. I f the pnr1.ty were instead positive, both J ir = 

i·!- or 2+ are possible (.Poletti et al (1967, a)). If J ir = 1+, the21 the 

radiation to the 2;r·o)J nd state woiJ. l d be ensentially E2 as f S (M3/E2)/ ~ io-3 
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Polarization Plot of Gamma Ray's from the 2.572 MeV Level 
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fr01:1 t he :.nE~asu .r\-x1 li f'e time. 1.'ak.ing the mean values of t he ti:;o G~ 1 J/ieV 

)'"ill' • .... r.. /A - O ,-....... r.i. • 0 r'llJ d A· 1 11 0 o4~ + 0 012 '.. ) . 
.. ~ ~ • .:> > ~ ..2 o -- - . ..1)11...J .::::. . • 1v. , an LW .a0 = • .,,, _ • , ·,~.ne correspot (,.ing 

polarization 1:'1"0m eqllnt.ion (14) is 0<-80 .·:!: o. 03 while the mean value of 

fi = l.055 2_ 0.03 eorresponds t.o a measu.red polarizatiol'l of P = o.43 ~ 0.15 

(ecpa.tion (11)). The l .ac:i:::. of' agreement within two standard deviations, 

indicates the 2.572 level is not 1+. The only remaining possibility if 


. .,. . 1T +
t he parity J.. s posrcive J..S \T = ?. .. Calculation of the polarization for 

the measured angular distriblltion co-efficients for both of the emitted 

gamma rays ll,S a function of 6 (E2/Ml) is shovm ao a band of' possible 

values to include experimental errors in Figure 12. The crosshatched 

-L..areas are the r.leasured values 0- polarization and the area of inte1..section.L 

places l:iJaits on the range of 6 (E2/Ml) for each gamma ra:y. These ranges 

were eaeh checked for agree-.ment ·with the physical restriction on the 

statistical tensor ( eqµation (13) ). A further. physical check can be made 

by eliminating the statistieal tensor f>2.o/foo in equation (6) for both 

the 1.989 HeV and the 2. 572 MeV gamma rays since they originate :trcm the 

same level, and checking that~ allowed values o.f 6 (E2/Ml) for the 1 .. 989 

McV Gamma re.y corresponded to an allowed value of 6 (F2/Ml) for the 

2. 5'72 MeV gamma ray through this mathematical relationship. Imposition 

of' all the previrn.rn restrictions and L'.hec1rn on t.he mixing ratio deter

mined 5~2 ~ S (I~/Ml) ~ 9. 2 for the 2. 572 N<N gamma ra~l and 0.05 ~ o(1~2/!.Jl) 

~0. 23 for the l.9G9 MeV t~amnia. ray. Both of these values agree with 

ranges of mixing ratio assigned 1)y the angular correlation work of · 

Poletti et al (1967 , a). These mixing ratios imply E2 transition stret1gths 

of o.oocrr w.u. nnd 0.28 W.u. for the decey of' the 2.572 MeV level to the 

http:1~2/!.Jl
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first exci.ted state and. ground state respectively. In addition a further 

solution, wi.th E2./l.U mixing ratios for both gamma rays approximately zero 

can be obtained i r the en~ors in each of the polarization measurenents 

are extended to twice the uncertainty given in Table II. This solution 

would also lle consistent with Poletti ct al (1967, a) but it ca...11 be 

rego.rcled as relatively unlikely compared to the other solution given 

above,. 

In ,:!onclusion , because of the inconsistency be·tweeH this work 

and Faul et al (196B), t he previous nssi.grunent of' 2- to the 2.5'"(2 MeV 

level is re1;Sa:rded as doubtful. An alternative solution is 2 + alld the 

polur:i.zation results are then in agreement with the angu.la.r correlation 

work nnd lifetime measure:men-ts. Howevf~r the conclusion f'rom the pickup 

reaction studies of Wei (1968) and Haight (1969) would then l)e wrong. 
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CHAPrER 5 

CONCWSION 

Previous knowledge of lifetimes, parities, and restrictions 

on possible values of spin and mlxing ratios or gamma decey branches of 
'=>'1 

the low lying levels of c'-Na, have enabled · a partial description of the 

observed nuclear structure in terms of a munber of rotational bands 

(Olness et al (1969)). They have proposed. a K 1T = 3+ band based on the 

3+ ground state and incJ.uding the excited states at 0.891 MeV (4+), 1~528 

MeV (5+) and .a tentatively assigned 6+ level at 3.71 MeV., Based on the 

first exci.ted state at o. 583 M(N a K7T = 1+ band was proposed which in

cluded the levels at 1.98!1. MeV (tentatively assigned 3+) and at 1-t. 71 MeV 

(tentatively assigned 5+). In addition they also proposed a K 7r = o+ , 

T = 1 band with levels at 0.65·7 MeV (o+), 1.952 MeV (2+) . and a tentat:tve

ly assigned 1++ level at 4.<J77 MeV along with a K 7r :: 1- band composed of' 

the 1- level at 2.211 MeV and the 2- level at 2.572 MeV. 

The linear polarization measurements in this thesis were made 

on grumna rays emitted · f~rom the low lying levels directly included . in this · 

description or associated with these bands. rrhey helped to resolve 

ambiguities in spin and parity assignments as well as detenuining a value 

· of' the mixing ratio for each transition. These measurements shed new 

. light on the nuclear structure; in particular, they raise problems in the 

proposed description. 

·rwo tentative assignments of the Brookhaven group which are 
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shown to be incorrect by this work are negative parity for the 2. 5r72 MeV 

state and spin 3 for the .1.984 MeV state instead of positive parity and 

r;pin 2 as recpired by the polarization work. W'nile these new results 

eliminate two of the propor;ed rotatioual bands, there is still strong 

evideuce :f<>r collective effects in 22Na as evidenced by the number of 

strong E2 transitions (Warburtor1 et al (1967)). 

Additional implications arise from this work due to an epJlanced 

~! strength (,..... 40 W.u.) between the 3+ state at 2.969 MeV and the 2+, 

T = l state s.t 1.952 MeV. Because of its enerf:Y the 2. 969 MeV state is 

expected to have . T = o, as there is no corresponding analog state in 

22N"e. This means the above mentioned E2 transition is between states of 

different · T and is very difficult to explain in the context of' the proposed 

bands. A similar situation· exists connected with the decay of the pro

posed 4+, T ~ 1 state at 4.C/17 MeV (Olness et al (1969)). This state 

apparently dec8¥S nea.rly lOC11/o to tne i.984 MeV state by an E2 transition 

in preference to decey:i.ng by an enhanced E2 within the T = 1 band . to the 

l.9~52 MeV state. Further complications arise f'rom the measun..lfl E2 

strength of 22 W. 1l. in the decay of the 1.984 M.eV state to the o. 583 MeV 

state. It wa1ld seem that several strongly enhanced E2 strengths are 

present but that the interpretation in .terms .of· rotational be..nd structure 

is not clear. A plausible solution might be the existence of an unresolved 

doublet at either 1.952 .MeV .or 1.984 .MeV. 

The linear polarization mcasuren1ents, while raising these 

problems,· cannot l"esolve them. Thus, :f\1rther investigation is recy.iired 

http:decey:i.ng
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to consider q1.1estions such as the possibil:i.ty of an unresolved level or 

additional cascad:L~g~ 

http:possibil:i.ty
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APPENDIX I 

Derviation of the E?5J?ressi.on for Polarization for M)~ Radiation at e =90 • 

Using eq11ation (8) three terms in the numerator must be 

evaluated. Using 

p (cos 90°) = 1 p (cos 90
0 

) = -0.5 P4 (cos'fQ) .. .375·o 

P 2(cos 90) = 0 P 2(cos 90°) = 3.0 P42 ( cos'fQ) = -7.500 2

k=2 k:+ 
I 

f'or Ti =2, L .::: 2, ( + )r'
.:_} 

:;.: + Xk(22) = 1/2 - 1/12-
L =2, L ' == 31 (~)1' ::: - }l1,.

h 
(23) = - 1/4 - 1/60 

•)I, ::: 3, L = ::)J (+' I 
I 

_Jr, - - )ik(33) =1/3 1/3 

and Z,(LJLJIOJ' = (-1'I~ 1 ?J l)~\1., + 

the three numc1..ator terms are 

(-)1...r [ t°oo Z, (2J2JIO) (i+o) + (1 Z, (2.J2JI2) H+3/2)
0 

+ f'40 Z, (2J2,TI~- ) (0.375 + 1/12 x 15/2)] 

1= (-) ..J [ fbo Z, (2J2.no) + A_ Z, (2J2JI2) + f 40 Z, (2.r2Jr4,J
0 

(ii) - ? b (-)I~J ifc_;o Z, (2J3JIO) {l-0) + f 20 Z, (2J3JI2) (--~·-(~)3) 

f1w Z (2J3JI4) (.'51~> - (-1/60) (-7.5))] 

= - 2 &(-)1 -.r [!Zio Z, (2J3JIO) + ~ ~o Z, (2J3JI2) + 11 f4 Z, (2J3JI4)J0 

2 1
(iii) s (-) ""

1 Voo Z, (3J3JIO) (J.-0) +fi.o Z, (3J3JI2) <+1/3(3)) 

+ ?iw Z, (3J.3JI4) (.3'75 - (1/3) (-7.5))] 
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= 	(-)I...J 62 [foo Z, (JJJJIO) - 3/2 (> Z, (JJJJI2) + 23/820 

f°4-0 z, (313JI4)] 

Quiting the tenn (-)1..J, the numerator is 

(-)I...J [> (1 + S2
) (2J + l)l + ~o [ Z, (2J2JI2) 

00 

i 	f, z, (2J3JI2) - 3/2 62 z. (3J~I2LJ + fi+o 

[ 	z, (2J2Jr4) - ! &z, (2J31r4) + 23/8 b 2 z, (3JJJili)J 

A similar expression for the denaninator can be derived which leads to the 
0 

ljnear polarization expression at Q = 90 for M.3/~ radiation. 

P(90°) = f-)I-J (1+ 62) (2J+l)! + f.zc:/ t°oo ['i, (2J2JI2) 

! Z, (2J3JI2) - 3/2 62 Z, (3J3JI2LJ+ .f?+of foo 

[z, (2J2JI4) - ~ ~ Z, (2JJJI4) + 23/8S~. (JJJJI4)] 

2
{ 	 (-)I..J (1+ b ) (2J+l)t - ~c:/ f°oo [2 Z, (2J2JI2) 

5/2 &Z, (2J~I2) - ! 62. z, (3J3H2)] - flJ f'oo _
1 

[ 	l, Z, (2J2JI4) + ~ Z, (2J3JI4) + 17/8 62 Z, (3J3JI4fl } 
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APPENDIX II 

Attenuation Co-efficients of 4o c.c. Ge Detector 

The attenuation co-efficients, Q..K due to solid angle effects, 

can be calculated from the eq.ia.tion below Smith (1962) • This eqµa.tion 

is applicable -throughout the range of-energies wherein the absorption 

length of the gamma ray is not small compared ·with the dimensions of the 

detector. 

r
+ 

TARGET 

Qk = Pk-l(cosoC.) - cos Pk( cos a() 

( k + 1) ( 1 - cos ol) 

where tan ol... = r/(l + D/2) 

1 =distance of crystal to target (10 ! 0.5 ems) 

r = radius of crystal (1.98 .! 0.05 ems) 

D ~crystal depth (3.63 .! 0.05 ems.) 

For the 40 c.c. GE (Li) crystal and the geanetry of the experi

mental set-up, Q2 = 0.980 f: 0.005 &Q4 == 0.933 .::, 0.005 neglecting the 

dead region in the center oi' the detector (approximately 1 cm diameter). 

40 CC Ge(Li) 
CRYSTAL 
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